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Abstract 

The amount of job advertisement data is rapidly growing, and this rich dataset is expected to 

have implications for the employment market, sector trajectories and the education sector. Most 

significantly, human resources (HR) data has never previously been examined with the lens of 

tech mining for science and technology analyses. Our study is the first to examine job 

advertisement data considering research and development (R&D) progress and requirements, 

and hereafter we refer to this as HR mining. The aim of this study is to use HR mining with the 

purpose of R&D and human capital intelligence using the job advertisement data of Turkey for 

the 2015–2017 period. The method of this study follows classification as part of the 

pre-processing step to determine R&D, engineering and high-tech industry-related job 

advertisements. Afterwards, we use clustering methods to identify areas where key human 

capital is required, and investments are made by R&D-oriented companies. The results show 

that it is possible to identify sector-oriented skill requirements and that the significance of the 

R&D skills varies. For the case of Turkey, we can clearly show the national human capital and 

R&D by identifying nine key clusters that indicate R&D progress and directions. 

 

Keywords: Text Mining, Tech Mining, Human Resources Mining, HR Mining, Job 

Advertisement Analysis. 
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1 Introduction 

Tech mining aims to extract useful information from technical resources with text mining 

methods for the purpose of investigating present and future technological developments [1]. 

Using these techniques to follow the newest technological advancements aids the improvement 

of business operations. The most common data sources tech mining is applied to include patents 

[2, 3], scientific publications [4, 5], and recently, social media data [6, 7] and website data [8]. 

The progress and developments in the tech mining field can happen by implementing one of 

the following: 1) new or adaptations of methods or algorithms for tech mining (i.e. applications 

of deep learning [9]), 2) use of existing methods in new types of data (i.e. HR data) and 3) 

persistent use of tech mining in similar data types to increase validity and reliability (i.e. 

application of tech mining to an emerging field). 

With the aim of contributing to the tech mining literature and the community, and also 

considering the gap in the existing literature, we introduce the idea of ‘Human Resources 

Mining’, which will be referred to as ‘HR Mining’ in the rest of this paper. HR mining 

contributes to the field in three ways: 1) examination of a new type of data for this field, 2) 

building an end-to-end system to analyse HR data with the lens of tech mining, 3) practical 

findings and implications. To achieve these contributions, we use job advertisements with the 

aim of exploring the research and development (R&D)-based human capital investments, 

national human capital requirements in R&D and finally, future technological trajectories. 

HR mining can be used in several areas based on academic, industrial and governmental needs. 

For academia, HR mining can be a way of developing an education strategy. For industrial 

actors, it can be a way assessment for the competitors, their own human capital or sectorial 

development. For governmental actors, HR mining can assist with informed policy 

development and assessment of national needs. 
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We believe that HR mining can be used for technology or R&D-oriented assessments and may 

have some advantages over patent and publication-based examinations, in addition to its many 

other potential applications. As HR investments in R&D-related personnel would be one of the 

initial steps before an organisation invested in certain R&D areas and technologies, HR mining 

can help identify technological and sectorial trajectories before they appear. Moreover, HR 

mining on R&D-related job advertisements can show a more dynamic picture and an earlier 

state of a country’s R&D conditions compared to patent and publication analysis. In this study, 

we aim to provide extensive details on the HR mining methodology and show our steps and 

approaches. As part of the methodology, we apply text pre-processing, classification and 

clustering techniques on the HR job advertisement data taken from a substantial online 

recruitment website in Turkey. We only examine R&D, technology and innovation-related job 

advertisements. 

Compared to existing studies, this study is original, due to the type of data that is being used 

and the methodological approach that is being implemented for the first time. This study brings 

a new way of examining sectorial, regional and national developments that were not possible 

without HR mining. HR data, which may include the job advertisements, vacancies and 

prevalent skills in the applicant pool, have been used for various purposes in the literature 

before. However, as detailed in Section 2.2, these studies mostly focus on matching job profiles 

with job advertisements or analysing the required skill sets in a specific domain and how those 

skill sets have changed over time. Our study is the first one that processes R&D HR data for 

the purpose of tech mining with an end-to-end analysis from the cleaning and pre-processing 

of HR data to the cluster map of keywords representing the clusters of R&D skillsets, their 

inter-relations and their relevant sectors. Thus, we propose to use a new type of data for tech 

mining. 
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From a technical point of view, the most important contribution of our paper is to propose an 

integrated pipeline of the most suitable methods to analyse HR data for tech mining. Some of 

the steps are either new or very rarely implemented in the tech mining field. First, we utilize 

classification algorithms as a pre-processing stage to eliminate the non-R&D job 

advertisements that will not provide useful information. In this stage, we combine multiple 

classifiers with the ensemble learning approach to obtain a more generalizable classifier. 

Second, considering that tech mining studies are mostly based on the use of short text data such 

as patent/publication titles or job advertisements as in our study, we use, to the best of our 

knowledge for the first time, the affinity propagation (AP) clustering algorithm to obtain the 

cluster map of HR data. The ability of this algorithm to deal with sparsity problem of co-

occurrence matrices in short-text processing tasks has been shown before in the literature [10, 

11]. We show that AR outperforms the most commonly used clustering methods in related 

studies. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background and a literature 

review on tech mining and relevant HR data examinations. Section 3 presents the description 

of the job advertisements dataset and methods applied throughout the analysis. Section 4 

includes the experimental results and findings based on the interpretations of the clustering 

visual. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 with key findings, implications, limitations and 

suggestions for future research. 

 

2 Background and Literature Review 

In this section, firstly, tech mining literature is reviewed considering data sources and 

application areas. Next, HR and job advertisements-related data are analysed. Finally, the aim, 

objectives and the conceptual framework of the study are positioned based on the literature. 
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2.1 Tech Mining for Tech Mining 

In this section, we will be reviewing the tech mining literature. The purpose of this section is 

to identify application areas, common methods and data sources of tech mining. By reviewing 

this literature, we are aiming to identify methodological and application-oriented gaps and 

weaknesses in the literature. Thus, we show that HR data it has never been used for the purpose 

of tech mining and some of the methodological steps can be enhanced using clustering and 

classification related approaches that are rarely or has never been used in this area. Centrality 

measures appear to be a more common approach compared to the clustering algorithms and 

classification approach it has never been implemented as a pre-processing step. The literature 

review in this section supports these points. 

Accordingly, we followed the tech mining method to examine the tech mining literature in this 

field, as presented in Figure 1. Accordingly, we selected 215 articles and conference 

proceedings that used the term ‘tech mining’ or listed Porter and Cunningham’s Tech Mining 

book [1] in the reference list. We acknowledge that we could have included the terms 

scientometrics, bibliometrics, text mining or patent mining as part of this review, but we aimed 

to study a highly specific group of tech mining studies as part of this section. 

As shown in Figure 1, a distinct group of studies apply tech mining methods. Some studies 

aimed at examining national profiles, such as China, Japan and South Korea (many more can 

be seen in the visual) [12-14]. Some studies focus on emerging fields and technologies, such 

as nanotechnology [15], nanomaterials (i.e. graphene) [16], nanoparticles (i.e. dye-sensitized 

solar cells) [17] and nano-enhanced systems or materials (i.e. Nano-enhanced Drug Delivery 

(NEDD)) [18, 19]. Apart from the application areas, the data sources can be clearly seen as 

patent and scientific publication data. As a methodological approach, text mining [20] and 

bibliometric techniques [21] are mentioned with the tech mining studies. Recently, the term 

‘big data’ has been appearing in tech mining studies due to its popularity [22]. The type of 
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analyses that it is mostly used for are foresight, technology and R&D analysis, technological 

roadmapping, decision-making process/models, competitive intelligence and collaboration 

(network) analysis [23–25]. 

Considering different methods in tech mining, there are two common approaches are used in 

the analysis step and for data visualisation. These are social network-based centrality 

measurements (i.e. betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, eigenvector centrality and 

degree centrality) or clustering analysis (i.e. k-means, DBSCAN and hierarchical clustering) 

[26]. Centrality measurements appear to be more common than clustering applications for tech 

mining or scientometrics. Clustering is an unsupervised method of finding groups in data where 

each sample in one group is more like others in the same group than to samples in any other 

group, under a certain aspect. Many clustering algorithms exist and differ from each other by 

the definition of a cluster and how to efficiently determine the clusters [21]. Specifically, the 

performance of clustering techniques generally depends on the initialisation, structure of the 

dataset, and choosing the correct dissimilarity measurement.  

Cluster analysis has been used in many tech mining studies to explore the groups of patents, 

scientific publications, or keywords for scientometric analysis technological forecasting [21].  

Some of the widely used clustering techniques in tech mining studies include hierarchical 

clustering [27, 28], k-means clustering [29, 30, 31], and density-based clustering [32]. These 

methods have also been used successively [32–34]. Especially as the hierarchical and 

DBSCAN algorithms do not require the number of clusters as a hyperparameter, they have been 

used before k-means clustering to determine an initial value for the number of clusters in the 

dataset. For example, Kyebambe et al. [32] used DBSCAN as a pre-processing step to identify 

the number of clusters and then used k-means to find the clusters. Litecky et al. [33] applied 

hierarchical clustering in the first step and obtained a number of skill set clusters and then used 

this number as an input to the k-means clustering algorithm. 
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Figure 1: Tech mining for tech mining 

In addition to these clustering algorithms, affinity propagation (AP) [35] is another clustering 

method that can be used on affinity (similarity) matrices. Other studies show that the AP 

algorithm significantly outperforms exemplar-based clustering approaches on various tasks 

both in terms of convergence time and the clustering quality [36]. AP has also been successfully 

applied to different text processing studies in the literature. For example, in [37], AP is used to 

construct concept maps from text documents, and the obtained concept maps are parallel to the 

outputs generated by domain experts. In [10], AP has been adapted to integrate the pre-known 

class information into the text clustering process. The authors showed that the modified AP 

outperforms k-means clustering on a benchmark text categorization dataset. Guan et al. [11] 

proposed a variation of AP for semi-supervised text clustering and showed that it outperforms 

k-means with better clustering results and faster convergence. 

One of the main superiorities of AP compared to the other clustering algorithms is its ability to 

deal with the sparsity problem of co-occurrence matrices in short-text processing tasks. In [38], 

various clustering algorithms including k-means, singular-value decomposition and AP, were 

compared on short-text data collected from Twitter. The authors used two similarity metrics, 

cosine-based and Jaccard-based, with k-means and AP and compared their success using 
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clustering error as the evaluation metric. The best result was achieved using cosine-based AP. 

Kang et al. [39] addressed the drawbacks of the use of traditional topic modelling techniques 

in short-text clustering problems and proposed to apply AP to cluster tweets that contain URLs 

to news stories. Kang et al. [39] demonstrated the success of AP using the tweets’ own URL as 

the actual cluster labels. 

Apart from the use of clustering algorithms in the tech mining field, classification algorithms 

are not frequently used. Only a few studies address the adoption of classification algorithms to 

help automatically classify patent documents into their categories or to classify them based on 

their values [40-43].  

Having reviewed the tech mining studies with an application point of view and considering the 

methodological approaches, we can clearly see that clustering and classification applications 

are weak in this domain. Hence, we identified some clustering and classification algorithms 

that are implemented scarcely in this domain and aim to implement different clustering and 

classification algorithms as part of our HR mining method. 

 

2.2 Use of HR Data with Machine Learning 

In this section, we examine the relevant literature that use HR data considering different 

methodological approaches and also the application areas, especially where HR data is being 

used for similar approaches that is aimed at our study. The first, we review the trends in job 

advertisements to see if big data scale approaches are required for this domain. Afterwards, we 

give an overview of the existing studies that apply machine learning techniques on HR data as 

we also propose to use HR data with machine learning and text mining techniques to identify 

technological and sectorial trajectories. Finally, we position our study focusing on where HR 

data has not been used previously. 
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According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [44], there are more than seven million 

vacancies in the United States and nearly one million vacancies in the United Kingdom per 

year [45]. These job advertisements are a very rich source of data that can be used as a learning 

mechanism to understand the investments and the future directions of the sectors. The job 

listings can also be used as a feedback mechanism to inform the education sector and 

policymakers about the knowledge gap in the industry. The education sector can use job 

advertisement information as a way of developing or modifying education programs according 

to the needs in the sector. For instance, universities can develop undergraduate or postgraduate 

programs based on regional needs. Recruitment agencies can use HR mining as a way of 

identifying an opportunity, especially for the sector- or job-specific agencies. Governmental 

bodies can use HR mining to identify national needs and develop policies, programs and 

strategies accordingly. HR mining can be a great way for a business to examine its competitors’ 

development, identification of regional capabilities and sectorial planning progress. On an 

individual level, HR mining can be used to identify relevant skillsets for a desired job role. 

HR data, which may include the job advertisements, vacancies and prevalent skills in the 

applicant pool, have been used for various purposes, even if not for tech mining, in the 

literature. Most of these studies focus on matching job profiles with job advertisements. One 

of these studies [46] proposes a system that suggests matching job advertisements to software 

developers according to their activities in a social coding platform. Specifically, the goal of the 

study was to determine the similarity level between a job advertisement and a developer’s 

profile in the related platform by combining many natural language processing techniques. Bal 

et al. [47] also proposed a matching system for eRecruitment that extracts terms from job 

advertisements, creates a lexicon of terms, and then uses cosine similarity to match job 

advertisements and resumes of the candidates. In another related study, Paparrizos et al. [48] 

used machine learning techniques to address the job recommendation problem. The authors 
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proposed a hybrid supervised learning model based on the combination of decision tree and 

Naive Bayes that aims to predict an employee’s next job transition using their past job history 

as well as some key information associated with employees and institutions. 

Some research efforts use HR data to analyse the required skill sets in a specific domain and 

how those skill sets have changed in time. One of the earlier works performed on the subject is 

that of Todd et al. [49], where the change of skill requirements for information systems (IS) 

jobs between the years 1970 and 1990 was reviewed using job advertisements taken from 

newspapers. Kennan et al. [50] have a similar study where IS positions in Australia were 

analysed using content analysis and clustering techniques. The authors claimed that the 

predominant cluster identifies the core skills new graduates are expected to have and found that 

technical knowledge requirements are present in a large proportion of advertisements. In 

another study, Litecky et al. [33] investigated computing job advertisements using cluster 

analysis methods to generate 20 job types and obtain the corresponding desired skill sets. For 

this purpose, the authors collected more than 200,000 job advertisements requiring a degree 

related to computing programs and applied the k-means clustering algorithm to map the skill 

sets to specific job definitions. 

Focusing on the closest studies to the HR mining approach, we see that most studies examined 

the trends and the evolution of job advertisements using content analysis in this field [49, 51-

53]. Using content analysis, the researchers manually coded advertisements, using different 

coders to increase the reliability of their studies. In a related study, Harper [54] reviewed 70 

studies where librarian job advertisements were analysed as the main source of data and found 

that only three studies out of the 70 used automatic coding and that the use of automatic text 

mining approaches in job adverts was one of the key recommendations for future research. 

Considering more advanced text mining techniques, Sanchez-Cuadrado et al. [55] and Marion 

et al. [56] used co-occurrence of words to examine the requirements for professional skills and 
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capabilities. Sanchez-Cuadrado et al. [55] illustrated concurrence of knowledge and 

competencies in job offers using a total of 1,020 job listings from a Spanish employment agency 

website for the period between the years 2006 and 2008. Their results indicated that some 

transferable competencies were required across many different job advertisements, such as a 

foreign language and the knowledge of information technologies. Their study was very useful 

in that it revealed the commonalities and differences across different job advertisements. 

An examination of the methodological approaches of the studies in this field indicates that there 

are two weaknesses that need to be addressed: 1) job postings or other HR-relevant data are not 

being examined with the lenses of technology, R&D or foresight analysis, although a few 

studies use manual content analysis, and 2) as we approach the ‘big data’ era and the size of 

data increases, it is not a viable option to rely on manual involvements, and these large data 

sets need to be examined with fully automated or semi-automated approaches.  

The existing research show that the size of job advertisement data increases and the analysis of 

this rich data source with advanced machine learning techniques offers many opportunities for 

various companies, sectors, and foundations. This section has demonstrated that there are 

limited number of studies where large scale HR data is being used and HR data has never been 

used for the purpose of tech mining. Hence, this section, 2.2 together with section 2.1 helps us 

to position our study considering methodological and contextual gaps. 

 

2.3 Theories and Models for HR Mining  

Considering the main purposes of HR mining, several theories and models support the 

foundations of the analysis and how the outcomes should be interpreted. These are 1)) Porter’s 

Diamond model (PDM) [57, 58], 2) Core competencies (CC) [59-61], and 3) Dynamic 

capabilities (DC) [62-63]. 
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In an organisational level, CC and DC can be seen as the key foundations to support the use of 

HR mining [64]. Human resource practices alone in dynamic environments, considering the 

DC, CC and the valuable, rare, inimitable and nonsubstitutable resources and capabilities 

(VRIO), cannot be adequate for a sustainable competitive advantage but that a human capital 

pool is a better strategy for a sustainable competitive advantage [64]. Hence, HR mining is 

crucial to retain the required human capital pool by benchmarking and assessing the changes 

in the market. Mobility of human resources makes it difficult for organisations to retain critical 

information, key talents and knowledge base within their companies, affecting a company’s 

core competencies. For these reasons, HR mining can be used to assess changes in a sector for 

a company to stay competitive and dynamic. 

At the national level, PDM [65] model support HR mining. PDM explains why one nation is 

more competitive than another in a particular industry [65]. PDM consists of four key 

determinants: firm strategy, structure and rivalry; factor conditions; demand conditions; related 

and supporting industries [65]. Factor conditions indicate the availability of resources and 

capabilities within a nation. Human capital is one of the key factor conditions why some 

organisations can perform better in a nation than another. In this determinant, advanced factors 

include skilled labour and specialist knowledge for organisational and national performance. 

Accordingly, an organisation may want to open a new branch or a factory in a location where 

the required human capital exists. To do that, HR mining can be the key approach to assess the 

opportunity and provide strategic direction. The government’s role as a catalyst and challenger 

in PDM is important. A governmental organisation needs to make a national assessment to 

create a new policy and a new regulation, and at this point, HR mining could provide 

comprehensive results for the demand and the changes on a national scale. 

Based on the abovementioned theories and models, HR mining’s aim is described, and the 

conceptual framework is created in the following section. 
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2.4 Research Aim, Objectives and the Conceptual Framework 

Tech mining examinations mostly occur based on patents and scientific articles using text 

mining, scientometrics, social network analysis and bibliometrics [1–5]. The findings of studies 

that use these data sources provide useful information only for the current key technologies 

because the related estimation techniques require historical citation data of the related patent 

documents [66, 67]. However, the data sources originating from the operations of companies, 

especially patent documents, generally only become available after the companies make 

investment decisions in the related areas, and the HR departments of these companies recruit 

the necessary workforce. Therefore, job advertisements can be considered as the initial 

indicators of potential technological developments. The information gained about upcoming 

developments in certain work areas earlier can be more useful than the information gained from 

comparably later outputs such as patents and scientific publications for technological 

forecasting. 

Having reviewed the literature in the tech mining field with a methodological perspective, we 

identified that classification methods are not well implemented in this area. Only a few studies 

were found where classification methods are implemented, and there is a gap in studies that 

utilise classification methods as a pre-processing step to discriminate between related and non-

related documents. In this study, we apply classification methods to determine and eliminate 

the non-R&D job postings to analyse only the R&D job postings. As part of the analysis, the 

tech mining studies mostly apply centrality measurements, social network analysis and topic 

modelling techniques along with text mining operations to analyse similar datasets. However, 

we found a very limited number of clustering applications in this field. Moreover, there was no 

study that applies HR mining for R&D job advertisements with the purpose of technology 

analysis. 
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Considering the methodological and practical gap, the aim of this study is to establish the first 

HR mining process with the purpose of examining a national scale technological developments 

and trajectories based on the R&D job advertisements data. Figure 2 displays the conceptual 

framework that illustrates the HR mining process and its application. The conceptual 

framework of HR mining is being supported by the relevant theories and models, as discussed 

in section 2.3. Accordingly, CC and DC models are used as the bases of capability assessment 

considering the required human resources with an aim of identification of key capabilities at 

sectorial level. PDM model is being used at national level, especially for the demand and factor 

conditions aiming to identify strategic directions and technological trajectories. 

The objectives of this study are as follows: 

● To establish the HR mining process by testing and identifying the most suitable 

approaches, 

● To examine the clusters of R&D skillsets, their inter-relations and their relevant 

sectors, 

● To analyse R&D job advertisements to understand national and sectorial requirements 

and the capability, 

● To interrelate R&D job advertisements with technological and sector trajectories. 

 

 

Figure 2: The conceptual framework for HR mining 
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3 Methodology 

In this section, we describe the online recruitment dataset and give the details of the methods 

used to follow the proposed HR mining framework. 

3.1 Dataset Description 

The dataset used in this study consists of 3959 job advertisements gathered from Kariyer.net, 

the most substantial online recruitment website in Turkey. In addition to the descriptions of the 

jobs, the related company and sector information are also available in the dataset. Our own 

preliminary investigations of these job advertisements showed that some of the job 

advertisements were published in the wrong categories, and that a classification method based 

on the context of terms is a necessary key approach to identify the R&D-oriented jobs. As a 

result of the classification phase, the dataset size was reduced to 1035 R&D-specific job 

advertisements. We use only the job descriptions in the classification and clustering phases of 

the proposed system. After the visualization of the clustered keywords, company profiles and 

sector information are used together during the cluster-assisted in-depth interpretation phase of 

the system. 

3.2 Methods 

The steps of the proposed approach are given in Figure 3. Our study follows a mixed method 

of quantitative and qualitative approaches. Our quantitative approach is based on HR Mining, 

whereas our qualitative approach is based on the cluster-assisted in-depth interpretation by 

using job descriptions and company profiles available in the dataset.  

In this section, we give the details of the methods used to follow the proposed approach. We 

first give the text pre-processing operations applied on the dataset, the text representation 

technique used to represent job advertisements, an oversampling technique used to deal with 

class imbalance problem, and the classification algorithms applied to eliminate the non-R&D 
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job postings from the dataset. Then, the clustering methods, including spherical k-means, 

DBSCAN, agglomerative hierarchical and AP, are briefly reviewed. We also present the details 

of the clustering evaluation metrics and a visualisation technique used to analyse the 

distribution of the important terms into the clusters. 

 

Figure 3: Steps of the proposed HR mining approach 

 

 

3.2.1 Text Pre-processing and Representation 

Text pre-processing and representation are important steps that are applied to text data before 

giving the data to the classifiers to ensure the machine learning models perform at their best. 

The steps of pre-processing are shown in Figure 4. To pre-process our data, we first convert all 

characters in our corpus to lowercase and remove all punctuation and stop words. Then, we 

tokenize all advertisements and obtain a list of words, some of which will be used to generate 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 3: The proposed steps for HR Mining 

with cluster analysis 
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our bag-of-words (BoW) representation. Afterwards, Porter’s Snowball stemmer [68] is 

applied to all the words. 

 

Figure 4. Pre-processing steps applied in the classification part of the system  

 

The initial lexicon is extracted from the job advertisements by applying a set of text pre-

processing operations, including stop-word elimination, stemming, and n-gram model 

representation. The obtained lexicon of words is not feasible to be used for a bag-of-words 

representation due to the ‘curse of dimensionality’ [69] phenomenon and high sparsity that 

worsens the performance of the learning and clustering algorithms. Therefore, a numerical 

statistic called term variance (TV) [70] is used as a filter to score and rank the words according 

to their importance in the corpus, and the top-ranked 225 words are selected. Then, for cluster 

analysis, we constituted the co-occurrence matrix of the selected 225 words, in which each 

word is represented in terms of its co-occurrence frequency with the other selected words. Each 

row and column of a word-to-word co-occurrence matrix specifies a word and the intersection 

of a row and a column shows the number of times one word appears in the same job 

advertisement as the other. We use cosine similarity to measure how closely words are linked 

together for all clustering algorithms.  
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The columns of our co-occurrence matrix are considered as features, and the row vectors are 

treated as the samples. As a pre-processing step of cluster analysis, we first scale the features 

by applying min-max normalisation to each feature vector. Then, an affinity (similarity) matrix 

is obtained by calculating the pairwise cosine similarity between samples. Performing min-

max normalisation on each feature is important before performing these pairwise calculations 

because as the scale of one of the features tends to infinity, the cosine similarity between each 

pair of vectors approaches 1. Furthermore, all elements of the affinity matrix are in a range of 

[0, 1], and therefore, the measurements can easily be converted between distance or similarity 

by subtracting 1 from each cell. 

In our study, we use a BoW [71] representation of job advertisements using term frequency-

inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) values. The TF-IDF statistic is one of the most common 

text representation techniques used to represent the importance of any term in a document. It 

is also used to represent scientific documents in tech mining field [72]. We use the scikit-learn 

API for Python [73] to apply the TF-IDF feature extraction technique on our dataset. After text 

pre-processing operations, we extracted unigram and bigram representations of all words and 

fed a subset of these representations to the classification algorithms as detailed in Section 3.2. 

 

3.2.2 Oversampling Using SMOTE 

In our preliminary experiments, we identified that there is an imbalanced data problem where 

the number of non-R&D job postings is higher than the R&D job postings. Classifiers may 

struggle to perform well when there is imbalanced data. To fix this issue, we use the Synthetic 

Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [74] to generate new samples for the R&D class, 

which is the minority class in our dataset, before giving the job postings to the classification 

algorithms. In SMOTE, the new samples are created using a few minority class samples that 

are in the neighbourhood of the given sample. The most common value for the size of the 
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neighbourhood, k, is 5 [75], which is also used in our experiments. We used the Euclidean 

distance metric to determine the nearest neighbours of a given sample. The steps of the SMOTE 

algorithm used in this paper can be given as: 

Input: Dataset containing minority class samples x; SMOTE parameter N%; Number of 

nearest neighbours k 

Output: Synthetic samples 𝑆 

𝑆 ← ∅  

𝑇 ← |𝑥|          // Number of samples in x 

𝑁 = ⌊𝑁/100⌋  

 

for 𝑡 ← 1 to 𝑇 do 

 Find k nearest neighbours of sample 𝑥𝑡 

  for 𝑛 ← 1 to 𝑁 do 

   Randomly select one of the k neighbours, call it 𝑥𝑡 

   Select λ uniformly from the range [0,1] 

   𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑥𝑡 + 𝜆 (𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥𝑡) 

   Append 𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 to 𝑆 

  end 

end 

 

3.2.3 Classification 

We use classification algorithms to eliminate non-R&D job advertisements from the dataset. 

Three different algorithms are trained for the classification task: logistic regression, support 

vector machines with two different kernels, and extreme gradient boosting algorithms. We also 

combine the predictions of the classifiers using an ensemble learning approach to obtain a more 

generalizable model.  

Logistic regression is a simple but effective statistical model used for the classification of 

linearly separable data. We have included logistic regression in our experiments because 

different variations of logistic regression have successfully been applied in many text 

classification studies [76, 77]. Support vector machines (SVM), another commonly used 

classifier in the related domain, aims to find a hyperplane that not only separates the classes 

but also has a maximal distance to the samples that are hardest to classify [78]. We used SVM 
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with linear and radial basis function kernels in our study to discriminate R&D and non-R&D 

job postings. 

Boosting algorithms combine several models in an additive manner to obtain a classifier with 

minimal loss [79]. In boosting, many classifiers are generated sequentially, and the weights of 

the training instances fed to classifiers as input are changed so that the latter models give more 

importance to the samples that are incorrectly classified by the previously trained, weak 

models. The goal is to strengthen the predictive power of the final model. The models that use 

the gradient of the loss function to identify the drawbacks in each iteration are called gradient 

boosting machines (GBMs) [80]. Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) [81] is a tree-boosting 

library developed for scalable and efficient gradient boosting. It has become a popular 

framework due to its success and computation speed in many machine learning challenges 

[81]. Therefore, we use XGBoost to predict the type of job advertisements as a part of our final 

ensemble model. 

Ensemble learning is based on combining the predictions of multiple individual learners with 

the aim of improving the generalisation ability of the final model [82]. The success of ensemble 

learning has been shown in many supervised and unsupervised learning problems [83]. In our 

experiments, we used the majority voting strategy to combine the predictions of the individual 

classifiers. We allow four classifiers to vote for the class. In the case of equality after voting, 

one of the classes is randomly picked as the final prediction. 

 

3.2.4 Classification Results and the Selected Classifier 

 

Figure 5 shows the box-and-whisker plots of the accuracies (top figure) and the F1 scores 

(bottom figure), respectively, obtained with each of the classifiers to discriminate between 

R&D and non-R&D job postings. As seen in Figure 5, the highest (median) accuracy is 

obtained by combining the predictions of all classifiers using ensemble voting. However, we 
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also see that the notches of all classifiers, including the versions with and without SMOTE, 

overlap with each other, indicating that, at the 5% significance level, the difference between 

the accuracy of these classifiers is not significant. The only exception is for the versions of 

XGBoost with and without SMOTE that show the overall accuracy of XGBoost decreases 

when SMOTE is applied on the training set to obtain a class-balanced dataset. The highest 

median of the F1 score is achieved with ensemble voting. We see that applying SMOTE does 

not affect the F1 score for XGBoost, which indicates its robustness to imbalanced data. In fact, 

it is clear from Figure 5 that the synthetic minority class examples have decreased the accuracy 

for XGBoost. Figure 5 has the highest variance, which shows that the model is not robust to 

different subsamples of the same set of samples. For all other methods, the F1 score values have 

significantly improved after SMOTE, indicated by the higher accuracy scores. The maximum 

F1 score was obtained with the ensemble voting technique and SMOTE, while the minimum 

values of the F1 scores are also larger with the voting technique, both with and without the 

application of SMOTE. Accordingly, the ensemble voting technique with SMOTE has been 

found to be the most successful algorithm in labelling the job postings as R&D and non-R&D, 

eliminating the non-R&D job postings before passing the data to clustering algorithms for HR 

mining analysis.  
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Figure 5: Accuracy (top figure) and F1 score (bottom figure) of classification algorithms with 

and without SMOTE. 

 

3.2.5 Clustering Methods 

In our experiments, we use four clustering techniques to identify groups of keywords in the job 

advertisement data. The details of these clustering algorithms are specified below. 

The k-means clustering algorithm has successfully been used for cluster analysis in the tech 

mining field [29-31]. Classical k-means aims to minimise the sum of squared Euclidean 

distances between samples and the mean of their respective cluster: 

𝐸 = ∑

𝐶

𝑖=1

∑

𝑥∈𝐶𝑖

||𝑥 − 𝜇𝑖||
2

         (2) 

where 𝐶 is the number of clusters and 𝜇𝑖 is the mean of cluster 𝑖. A global minimum of this 

function may not be reached depending on the starting position of the cluster means. K-means 

is generally used with Euclidean distance and may fail to model data that are not isotropic and 

have clusters with differing densities [84, 85]. Spherical k-means [86] is a slight variation of 

the traditional k-means algorithm. It uses cosine similarity to assign a cluster label to each of 

the data points. The initial cluster centroids may be initialised by selecting a random subset of 

data points, or by employing a more careful approach when selecting the initial points, such as 

by using k-means++ [87]. 
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The k-means partitioning clustering algorithm divides samples into non-overlapping subsets 

such that each sample is exactly in one cluster. In hierarchical clustering, a set of nested clusters 

are created by sequentially merging or splitting existing clusters [88]. We used agglomerative 

hierarchical clustering because it is more common than the divisive approach in text clustering 

[89]. In agglomerative clustering, the process starts by assigning each data point to its own 

group and then the data points are successively merged in a recursive manner. The clustering 

process can be stopped when desired number of clusters is obtained. A similarity or distance 

metric is used to choose the next cluster(s) to be processed.  

Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [90] is a clustering 

algorithm that is specifically designed for noisy data where the expected clusters are of different 

shapes and sizes. Instead of assigning each sample to a cluster, DBSCAN marks samples that 

are not in the local region of any other sample as noise as a pre-processing step and eliminates 

such samples before running the clustering process. Only the remaining points, which are 

marked as core points or border points during clustering, are assigned into a group. One of the 

important advantages of DBSCAN is that it does not require the number of clusters to be 

determined before the clustering process. Instead, two different parameters,  Eps, which 

specifies the maximum distance between two samples for them to be considered neighbouring 

points, and minPts, which indicates the minimum number of samples around a point for it to 

become a core point, should be specified. DBSCAN is generally extremely sensitive to these 

parameters, often fails to identify clusters with differing densities, and does not work well on 

high dimensional datasets [91, 92]. On the other hand, the algorithm works well when the data 

contain clusters with arbitrary shapes [92]. 

We also used the AP [35] technique due to its success in previous text clustering tasks [36-39]. 

AP passes messages between points to find clusters in the data. It aims to identify one sample 

in each cluster as an exemplar point that best represents all other points in the same cluster. The 
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algorithm simultaneously evaluates each of the data point in the dataset as candidate exemplars 

until the stopping conditions are met and exemplars and clusters are determined. Two measures 

are used for each pair of points that are exchanged during the execution of the algorithm. 𝑟(𝑖, 𝑘) 

is called the ‘responsibility’ and indicates the suitability of point 𝑘 serving as an exemplar for 

point i compared to all other candidate exemplar points for 𝑖. The ‘availability’ 𝑎(𝑖, 𝑘) is sent 

from 𝑘 to 𝑖 and represents to what extent point k is suitable to be chosen by point i as its 

exemplar. Each point 𝑘 also starts with a ‘preference’ value, 𝑠(𝑘, 𝑘), that suggests how likely 

it is for that point to become an exemplar point. 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑘) indicates the similarity between point 𝑖 

and 𝑘. By applying certain update rules for these values and iterating until convergence, 

exemplar points and clusters can be obtained. More details of the method can be found in [35]. 

 

3.2.6 Clustering Evaluation 

An important question that should be addressed in a clustering task is the optimal number of 

clusters required to represent the data [93]. The groupings of samples may not be immediately 

obvious, or there may not exist any grouping in the dataset at all. Especially in higher 

dimensions where viewing the distribution of the samples is impossible, different methods 

should be used to gain intuition about the dataset. A large number of clustering validity indices 

exist for the purpose of measuring the quality of the obtained clustering; however, because we 

have no information on the correct grouping of the words, we are limited to using internal 

clustering validity indices that do not use external cluster information in their calculation. 

Alongside comparing clustering quality between different algorithms, internal indices are also 

usually used to determine the number of clusters [93]. We use two widely used clustering 

validity indices to compare the algorithms: the silhouette width [94] and the Dunn index [95]. 

The silhouette coefficients are always in the range [−1, 1], and a larger value of the overall 

average score indicates a clustering where clusters are better separated. The Dunn index takes 
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a value greater than 0. As with the silhouette width, a higher Dunn index indicates a better-

quality clustering result. 

3.2.7 Visualisation 

We visualise the clustering of co-occurrence matrix obtained from the R&D job postings by 

treating our data as a complete graph. The nodes in this graph are the data points, and edge 

weights represent the cosine similarity between points. In order to give our graph better 

structure and reduce edge crossings, we simplify the graph by removing edges with a weight 

value under a certain threshold. The process of removing edges and obtaining a simplified 

subgraph is often referred to as ‘edge filtering’ and has been shown to be effective in improving 

the layout of certain networks [96, 97]. In our case, edge filtering allows the nodes to move 

around more freely when laying out the graph and emphasises the strong links between similar 

nodes. After reducing edge clutter, we lay out the nodes while giving importance to edge 

weights by using the force-directed ForceAtlas2 [98] graph layout algorithm. 

3.2.8 Interpretation of HR Mining Results 

Our HR mining results using R&D job advertisements indicates a cluster of advertisements 

that needs in-depth examination based on the visualisation results. Each cluster and interlinkage 

of terms indicates a group of job advertisements that need to be examined. Accordingly, an in-

depth examination of the job descriptors followed, focusing on the prospective employee’s role 

and the required skill set, the project details, the sector information, the company details and 

the technologies that the new hire will be dealing with. A collective examination of each cluster 

led to the identification of sectoral needs and technological trajectories. Technological 

trajectories are identified mainly based on the collective details of many projects and the 

employees’ expected duties. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Clustering Evaluation Results 

Figure 6 shows the change in the overall average silhouette width (the figure on the left) and 

Dunn index (the figure on the right) on our dataset with a differing number of clusters for four 

clustering techniques. The DBSCAN results shown are calculated using a constant minPts 

parameter of 4 and by not considering the samples classified as outliers. K-means++ was used 

to initialise the centres for spherical k-means. The complete-link merge criterion was used for 

agglomerative hierarchical clustering. 

 

Figure 6: Values of (left) the Average Silhouette Score and (right) Dunn validity index 

versus the number of clusters 

 

As seen in Figure 6, in general, affinity propagation (AP) is the top-performing algorithm 

according to the silhouette width measurement. Although DBSCAN gave a higher silhouette 

width for 10 clusters than AP, it marks a large subset of the keywords as outliers as a pre-

processing step and does not assign such points to a cluster. Using 10 clusters to examine our 

dataset, DBSCAN classifies approximately 34% of the samples as outliers as seen in Table 1. 

Using six clusters, DBSCAN classifies approximately 22% of the samples as outliers, and 

about 62% of the samples are grouped into a single cluster. These trends also continue for 

different values of the minPts parameter. The small uneven clusters found by DBSCAN 

inadvertently give the method a higher score with the clustering validity indices, and the 
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clustering results obtained for the corresponding settings are not useful to evaluate the R&D 

fields present in the job advertisement dataset. The results in Figure 6 show that spherical k-

means gave the second-best results in general after AP, according to the average silhouette 

width. 

Table 1: The number of samples in each cluster for the AP and DBSCAN algorithms 
 

Method 

Number of samples in each cluster Total 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 Noise 
 

AP 
50 

(22.2%) 

46 

(20.4%) 

25 

(11.1%) 

20 

(8.9%) 

16 

(7.1%) 

15 

(6.7%) 

15 

(6.7%) 

15 

(6.7%) 

12 

(5.3%) 

11 

(4.9%) 

- 225 

(100%) 

DBSCAN 
80 

(35.6%) 

18 

(8.0%) 

15 

(6.7%) 

7 

(3.1%) 

5 

(2.2%) 

5 

(2.2%) 

5 

(2.2%) 

5 

(2.2%) 

4 

(1.8%) 

4 

(1.8%) 

77 

(34.2%) 

225 

(100%) 

 

When the clustering algorithms are evaluated in terms of the Dunn Index (see Figure 6), the 

clusters given by DBSCAN have higher Dunn Index values than the other algorithms. 

However, as we have noted above, DBSCAN discards a sizeable subset of the job 

advertisements in its initial pre-processing step. Therefore, we exclude the DBSCAN clustering 

results from our analysis. While AP gave a higher silhouette width than k-means and 

hierarchical algorithms, the highest Dunn Index value is obtained with hierarchical clustering. 

While the validity scores used here give a rough idea about the quality of a clustering, the 

results may be misleading in a sense that they do not correlate well with the human perception 

of a ‘good’ clustering result. Lewis et al. [99] statistically investigated the relation between 

how humans view good groupings and the results obtained by using clustering quality measures 

and found that the larger silhouette width scores have a higher correlation with the clustering 

results chosen by humans as the best compared to other clustering measures, such as the Dunn 

Index. This result also corroborates with our evaluation that AP groups more meaningful words 

together while also performing the best according to the silhouette width. Therefore, we give 

more importance to the silhouette width measurement when assessing the clustering qualities 

and present the analysis of the job advertisement clusters based on AP clustering results. 
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In clustering, another important point is to determine the number of clusters present in the data. 

In Figure 6, it is seen that for AP there exists an ‘elbow’ point in the silhouette width plot (the 

figure on the left) when the number of clusters is 12, and the plot of the Dunn index (the figure 

on the right) has a local maximum at 12 clusters. Another slight elbow point exists at six clusters 

for AP that can enable us to analyse the distribution of the job advertisements from a different 

perspective by providing a higher-level grouping. We provide the visual distribution of the 

samples for 12 clusters and present further analysis of the R&D activities explored by the 

corresponding clustering. 

 

4.2 HR Mining Results 

We follow the results of the average silhouette width plot shown in Section 4.1 and visualise 

the results of the top-performing clustering method, AP, for 12 clusters in Figure 7. The figure 

shows nine clusters labelled with letters A-I (three clusters are not considered separately as two 

clusters were part of another major cluster, and one cluster was too small to be considered).  

As seen in Figure 7, the keywords are highly related to the R&D, technology and innovation-

related job advertisements, which shows that the classification techniques detailed in Section 

3.2, applied as a pre-processing step to eliminate the non-R&D advertisements, fitted well to 

the problem. The next step of the proposed HR mining framework shown in Figure 3 was 

clustering of the co-occurrence matrix obtained from the R&D advertisements. As seen in 

Figure 7, the clusters obtained with the top-performing clustering method revealed groups of 

related keywords. Note also that the similar clusters are placed close in the cluster map. The 

detailed interpretation of the clusters is given below. For visualization, we filter out edges with 

a weight less than 0.15 and colour the nodes based on the clusters found by the algorithms. The 

edge weight threshold was chosen such that every node is connected by an edge to at least one 
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other node, and the resulting graph is connected. Both the scaling factor (k) and edge weight 

influence (δ) parameters of the ForceAtlas2 algorithm are set to 2 for our experiments.  

Cluster A shows the required skillsets, R&D investments and trajectories mostly related to 

software development. This cluster mostly includes skillsets related to the end-to-end 

development and management of software, from design to implementation, with new features. 

Cluster B, which includes more specific skillsets such as Javascript, Android, and iOS, mostly 

focuses on the development of web-based and app-based applications. Cluster C is a central 

cluster that includes keywords related to various steps of product development life cycle such 

as requirements analysis, research, algorithm design, prototyping, development, 

documentation, and testing. Therefore, cluster C can be considered as the heart of R&D 

activities. Cluster D is an interim skillset where software- and hardware-related areas merge 

and are mostly related to the embedded engineering, design, and prototyping. Cluster D shows 

significant overlap with Cluster C due to common skillsets in the design and prototyping 

process. Specifically, it illustrates required skillsets related to the automotive industry such as 

powertrain engineering and transmission. 

Cluster E is related to the telecommunication sector and the required skillsets of network 

engineers. In this cluster, LTE, 3G and cell are some of the words that are linked to 

telecommunication skills, and network security, server and wireless are some of the words that 

appear for networking skills. Cluster F shows the recently developing big data and data science 

related skills. Cluster F is overlapping with Cluster E due to the common skillsets and 

requirements such as the use of big data infrastructure in telecommunication, network and 

databases. As seen in the map, Python keyword is in the intersection of clusters B, E, and F 

since it is a very increasingly popular scripting language used in various fields such as big data 

analysis and processing, open source software development, networking, and network security. 

Cluster G is about manufacturing systems such as automation, robotics and production lines. 
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As the manufacturing process is highly related to the operations management, terms such as 

lean, kaizen and TPM appear in this cluster.  Cluster H is related to energy management and 

renewable energies. Accordingly, the terms such as solar and wind turbine appear in this 

cluster. Cluster H also has terms such as grid, supervisory control and data acquisition 

(SCADA) and power plant that indicate energy management systems. Some of these 

requirements are found to be related to smart grids as the future of energy management. Cluster 

I is about quality control and assessments. Accordingly, the terms such as quality standards, 

international standards and environmental safety appear in this cluster. Cluster I is close to 

Cluster G and H because both fields require high involvement in quality assurance, auditing 

and environmental safety. Our database shows that there are many job advertisements where 

energy management-related roles require knowledge of environmental impact assessment and 

auditing processes. 
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Figure 7: HR mining visualisation using clustering 
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Table 2 is created to relate the clusters of R&D skillsets and human capital requirements to the 

sectors and finally to map the national capability requirements with the sector and national 

R&D trajectories. Apart from Cluster H and I, all clusters have promising technology and 

innovation trajectories due to the investments in human capital and actual R&D. Table 2 is 

important because it shows: 1) key sectors that invest in R&D and that have continuity in their 

progress and investments, 2) sectoral and national R&D requirements and hence development 

(the data provider confirmed that the majority of these job advertisements had a successful 

recruitment), and 3) sectoral and national R&D trajectories as job descriptions directly or 

indirectly indicate R&D projects, and in some cases, the R&D trajectories are clear based on 

the company descriptions (i.e. the goal and what they are trying to achieve). Some job 

descriptions are limited, but our clustering approach indicated the group of skillsets and R&D 

and allowed us to see a bigger picture from a sectorial and a national point of view. 

Table 2: Sector and national progress and requirements based on HR mining 

Clusters Relevant Sectors Required Roles & 

Skillsets 

R&D Trajectories 

Cluster A – Software 

Development 

Software & IT, Retailing, 

Telecommunication, 

Home Appliances, 

Banking & Finance, 

Tourism. 

.NET, Java, J2EE, C, 

C++, C#, Objective-C, 

SQL Server, Oracle, 

SAP, GUI Development, 

HTML5, JavaScript, 

CSS3, AJAX, SOAP, 

REST, XML, JSON, 

CSS3, SASS, Photoshop, 

JSF, AngularJS, Apache 

etc. 

Improvements or 

development of new 

software for sectors such 

as telecommunications, 

banking and tourism. 

Software-based new 

service developments 

and solutions. 

Software support for 

ERP, CRM, BI systems 

and e-business etc. 

Maintaining and using 

existing software. 

Cluster B – Web and 

App Development 

Software & IT, Banking 

& Finance, E-business, 

Electronics, 

Telecommunications, 

Marketing & 

Advertisement. 

iOS, Android, Objective-

c, Java, Xcode, C++, 

SOAP, XML, JSON, 

REST, WSDL, XSD, 

RAML, Linux, UNIX, 

Apache, HTML, Object 

Mobile app and website 

development for a variety 

of sectors. 

New business 

development, especially 

for e-businesses. 
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oriented programming, 

SQL, UI/UX, etc. 

Marketing and 

advertisement-related 

support and 

development. 

Cluster C – Product 

Development & Design 

Home Appliances, 

Automotive, Defence & 

Military, Supplementary 

& Parts Manufacturing, 

Electronics, 

Telecommunications, 

Energy, R&D 

Institutions. 

AutoCAD, CATIA, 

ProEngineer, 

SOLIDWORKS 

simulation tools, 

MATLAB, PCB design 

tools, Altium Designer, 

PADS, 2D/3D 

mechanical design, 3D 

printers & imaging, 

Finite element analysis, 

LV/MV, 

thermodynamics, HVAC 

systems, Hydraulics, 

Multi-body dynamics 

CAE, Hypermesh, 

Nastran, Patran, etc. 

New product 

development and 

innovations in a variety 

of industries, especially 

home appliances, 

automotive parts, defence 

equipment and devices. 

Many international-

project and global-

company-oriented roles 

and development. 

Energy sector appears to 

be developing its own 

products and systems. 

Cluster D – Embedded 

Systems 

Defence & Military, 

Electronics, Support & 

Service, 

Telecommunications, 

Payment Systems and 

Security. 

C, C++, Linux, Object-

oriented design and 

programming, Source 

control management 

(SVN, GIT), Circuit 

board design, 

Microcontrollers, PCB 

design, MATLAB, 

Simulink, Stateflow, 

Raspberry Pi, TCP/IP, 

etc. 

Many defence-oriented 

roles, especially in 

telecommunications. 

Payment systems-related 

expertise and 

development are highly 

apparent. 

Cluster E – 

Telecommunication & 

Network 

Telecommunications, 

Network, Security and 

Defence & Military 

Object-oriented 

programming, Cloud 

architecture, DevOps, 

TCP/IP, SQL, NoSQL, 

International information 

security standards, 

Systems and network 

management, Firewall, 

Antivirus, IPS, Network 

security, Database 

management systems, 

Penetration test, Stress 

test, Encryption, 

Firewall, Intrusion 

prevention systems, 

Vulnerability scanning 

systems, DLP, Log 

management. 

Research and 

development for secure 

network and 

telecommunication 

services. 

Global system for mobile 

communication (GSM)-

related progress and 

developments. 

Secure 

telecommunication 

systems for the defence 

industry. 

Cluster F – Big Data and 

Data Science 

Software & IT, 

Electronics, 

Telecommunications, 

Banking, Finance, 

Insurance. 

Python, Scala, R, 

GNU/Linux Hadoop, 

PIG, HIVE, Spark, H2O, 

Dato, Jenkins, Network 

intrusion detection, 

OpenStack, VMware, 

Big data-based, real-time 

applications and 

solutions. 

High performance, real-

time distributed 
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KVM, Cloud computing 

SDN &;NFV, Open 

vSwitch, OpenDayLight, 

OpenFlow, ONOS, 

OpNFV, ONF 

certification, QoS, 

RabbitMQ/AQMP, 

Hazelcast, High 

performance, real-time 

distributed programming, 

Large scale system 

architecture, E2E 

solution architectures, 

Cassandra, RamCloud, 

HazelCast, HDFS, 

MapReduce, MapR. 

 

programming for 

telecommunications. 

New database 

architectures and 

solutions on big data 

scale. 

Cluster G – 

Manufacturing Systems 

and Operations 

Management 

Electronics, 

Supplementary & Parts 

Manufacturing, Industrial 

Equipment, Logistics, 

Retailing, Textile, Home 

Appliances, Automotive, 

Defence & Military. 

Industrial automation, 

Use of robotics and 

sensors, Simulators, 

Real-time motion 

systems, Vehicle 

modelling, Safety 

standards (i.e. ISO/TS 

standards), Process 

analysis, Process 

development, Project 

management, Lean 

management, 

Optimisation, Production 

automation. 

Improved, optimised and 

new supply chain and 

logistics solutions. 

New or improved robotic 

systems for 

manufacturing and 

automation. 

New product 

development via 

manufacturing 

innovations. 

Cluster H – Energy 

Management and 

Renewable Sources 

Energy, Renewable 

Energy, Electrics & 

Electronics. 

Simulation, Electricity 

production assessment, 

Wind power, Solar 

power, Smart grids, 

Autodesk, AutoCAD, 

PVsyst, PV/Sol, Altium 

Designer. 

Limited development of 

relevant materials and 

equipment; primarily 

plan and assembly of 

renewable energy 

systems. 

Some smart grid-related 

development attempts 

but primarily 

maintenance and quality 

control of existing energy 

systems. 

Cluster I – Quality 

Control, Assessments 

and Auditing 

Energy, Renewable 

Energy, Electronics, 

Manufacturing, 

Logistics, Automotive, 

Defence & Military. 

Safety in automation, 

Machinery safety, Safety 

standards, Site 

management, 

Compliance, 

Regulations. 

This cluster does not 

have any technological 

trajectory as it is 

primarily related to 

assurance and quality 

control of the R&D and 

manufacturing processes. 
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Considering the conceptual framework of HR mining, R&D job advertisement data is 

examined, focusing on the sectorial skillsets and capabilities, national requirements and 

technological trajectories (Figure 8). HR mining results show many practical findings at 

sectoral, national and technological levels. At the sectoral level, it is possible to see the key 

capabilities that are in demand, which also indicates where the sector is heading with regard to 

R&D and innovation activities. At the national level, using such a technique, national 

competitive power can be seen in a snapshot. Finally, the job descriptors reveal technological 

trajectories that individual companies are targeting. 

 

Figure 8: HR mining-based R&D skillset, sector and technology analysis 

 
HR 

Mining 

Sectorial R&D 

skillsets and 

capabilities 

National 

requirements 

and demands 

Technological 

trajectories 

 Wide range of software-oriented and product design-oriented 

skillsets and capabilities are required in sectors such as home 

appliances, telecommunication, automotive and defence 

sectors. 

 Demand for advanced skillsets are apparent in areas such as 

data science, automation and robotics. 

 Software engineers, automation engineers and design 

engineers are in demand in Turkey. 

 The data validates that automation, home appliance, defence 

and telecommunication sectors are some of the sectors where 

R&D investments occur. 

 Development of new software for sectors such as 

telecommunications, banking and tourism. 

 New product development in variety of industries, such as 

home appliances, automotive parts and defence industries. 

 Research and development for network and telecommunication 

services. 

 Big data-based, real-time applications and solutions. 

 New or improved robotic systems for manufacturing and 

automation. 
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5 Conclusions 

This study successfully fulfils all of its objectives. To sum, we contributed to the literature in 

both a methodological and practical point of view. Considering our methodological process 

and results, our proposed methodological approach consists of two main steps required to 

process job advertisements for HR mining. In the first main step of the proposed approach, we 

build a classification model that cleans irrelevant data from job advertisements. In this study, 

we focus on the R&D activities of companies, so we use the classification model to separate 

the R&D job advertisements from the others. The second main step is to cluster the R&D job 

advertisements to reveal the related keywords and skillsets in the dataset. Overall, we have 

applied many pre-processing operations to the text data, followed by various classification and 

clustering algorithms for benchmarking.  

The results showed that the proposed end-to-end HR mining framework from pre-processing 

of the raw HR data to the clustering of the technical keywords results in interpretable results 

for policymakers, education sector, R&D/innovation managers and recruitment companies. 

Another technical contribution of our study is to show that affinity propagation algorithm, 

whose ability to deal with sparsity problem in short-text processing tasks has been shown 

before, can be successfully used to process co-occurrence matrices used to represent data such 

as patent documents, articles, social media contents, and job advertisements in tech mining 

related studies. Our results also showed that combining multiple classifiers with ensemble 

learning approach results in a more accurate classification model than each of the individual 

models. 

Considering the practical contributions, our results clearly show the clusters of R&D skillsets, 

their inter-relations and their relevant sectors. Moreover, our analysis maps the national and 

the sectorial requirements and capability on an individual-skillset and R&D-projects level. 
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Finally, we managed to interrelate R&D job advertisements with technological and sector 

trajectories. We did not simply quantitatively illustrate results, but our qualitative assessments 

showed that some sectors are merely aiming to implement and apply what is available from 

other companies nationally or internationally. However, some sectors and domains (as shown 

in Table 2, between A-G) showed great potential to develop new products, services and 

businesses.  

In comparison to the relevant stream of literature [49, 51-55], this study is the first to create an 

end-to-end HR mining approach at a national scale. The previous studies used content analysis 

with a smaller scale of datasets to examine job advertisement data. Our approach contributes 

to the literature by introducing HR mining approach with a semi-automated pipeline that can 

handle big data. Our study contributes to tech mining, scientometrics, bibliometrics or 

patentometrics literature by examining job advertisement data with the lenses of technology 

and R&D. 

This study has practical significance and implications for policymakers, the education sector, 

R&D and innovation managers and recruitment companies. Policymakers and organisations in 

the education sector need to position themselves to fulfil what the industry requires. In contrast, 

investments that are outside of these results may not be highly relevant to today’s conditions 

from a national or sectorial point of view, in Turkey. Finally, R&D and innovation management 

of organisations can see their sector and their competitors’ investments and the sector’s future 

direction. Accordingly, they may decide to adjust their R&D strategy and directions. 

Based on the results of this study, possible applications of HR mining can be listed as shown 

below: 

● Identification of sectoral and national skillset requirements and progress 

● Assessment for technological trajectories (for the case of R&D advertisements) 

● Identification of job-specific skill set requirements 
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● Education strategy and program development based on the HR mining results 

● Competitor analysis if it is used for a particular company’s job advertisement data 

Our study had limitations that could be resolved with future studies. First, we focused on the 

methodology and our first results to align R&D job advertisements with national and sectorial 

trajectories. However, others may enhance this study by examining the sectorial changes over 

time using time series analysis. We used a job advertisement database of Turkey, and others 

may perform a similar examination of job advertising data at a global scale, for other nations 

or at a regional scale. A comparative study can be performed to show distinct national R&D 

capabilities indicating national competitive strengths. Finally, future studies may investigate 

the interrelationship between HR mining results with other examinations such as patent or 

publication analysis. 
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